StreetPilot® i-series

Small but mighty. The StreetPilot i2, i3
and i5 give you state-of-the-art car

Small wonder in car navigation.
navigation in a unit that’s about the size
of a baseball. The i-series offers everything
you’d want from a car nav system including
automatic routing, crystal clear voice
guidance, address lookup and an extensive
database of points of interest. You also
get a simple operating system that
amounts to rolling a wheel and clicking to
enter. Choose from the i2 with
monochrome screen, its colorful
counterpart the i3, or the i5 with
preloaded detailed maps throughout
North America. If it’s low cost, simple
operation and compact size you want in a
car navigation system, the “i’s” have it.

StreetPilot® i-series
Physical

Moving map features
Detail:

StreetPilot® i5 comes preloaded with
MapSource® City Navigator™ North America
NT street-level maps and addresses for all
of the U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico.
StreetPilot® i2 and i3 come with DVDs for
loading MapSource® City Select® North
America NT street-level mapping detail

3.00”W x 2.74”H x 2.15”D
(7.6 x 6.9 x 5.5 cm)

Weight:

5.3 oz. (150 g) with mount, no batteries

Case:

Consumer grade/not waterproof

Temp. range:

32°F to 140°F (0°C to 60°C)

Data storage:

Indefinite; no memory battery required

Power

Navigation features
Routes:

Size:

Automatically calculated with turn-by-turn
instructions; a detour function enables
routing around traffic problems or road
construction; custom road preference
allows user to prioritize choice of back
roads or major highways; automatic offroute recalc shows how to get back on
track if you miss a turn or exit

Voice:

Navigation instructions and warnings

Waypoints:

500 with name and graphic symbol

Input:
Usage:
Battery life:

Accessories
Standard:

GPS performance
Receiver:

WAAS enabled

Acquisition times:
Warm:
Cold:
AutoLocate®:

Approximately 15 seconds
Approximately 45 seconds
Approximately 2 minutes

Update rate:

1/second, continuous

GPS Accuracy:
Position:
Velocity:

<15 meters (49 feet), 95% typical
0.05 meter/sec steady state

Look up addresses and points of interest..*

12/24v DC
3w max. @ 13.8v DC
6 hours (2 AAs; 12-volt adapter
included for external use)

Optional:

StreetPilot i-series receiver
128 MB TransFlash card (i2 & i3)
vehicle suction cup mount
12v adapter cable
dashboard disc
PC/USB interface cable
quick reference guide
MapSource City Navigator
North America (i2 & i3)

Review upcoming turns.*

remote GPS antenna (GA 27C)
deluxe carrying case
select MapSource® products
dash mount

Turn-by-turn directions and voice prompts guide
you to your destination.*

GPS (WAAS) Accuracy:
Position:
<3 meters, 95% typical
Velocity:
0.05 meter/sec steady state
Interfaces:

USB 2.0 full-speed

Antenna:

Built-in patch; MCX-type connector
for optional external GPS antenna connection

StreetPilot® i2

*

Screens shown with MapSource City Navigator data.
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Display:

Map Storage:

1.7”W x 1.3”H (4.3 x 3.3 cm);
240 x 176 pixels; high-contrast
monochrome FSTN with backlight
Comes with MapSource® City
Select® North America NT DVD and
blank 128 MB TransFlash™ card

1.7”W x 1.3”H (4.3 x 3.3 cm);
220 x 176 pixels; sunlight-readable
color TFT with backlight
Comes with MapSource® City
Select® North America NT DVD and
blank 128 MB TransFlash™ card

1.7”W x 1.3”H (4.3 x 3.3 cm);
220 x 176 pixels; sunlight-readable
color TFT with backlight
Preprogrammed drive with
MapSource® City Navigator™ North
America NT detail; accepts TransFlash
cards for detail of other regions

Specifications are preliminary and subject to
change without notice.
NAVTEQ ON BOARD is a trademark of NAVTEQ
©2004 NAVTEQ. All Rights Reserved.
TransFlash™ is a trademark of SanDisk corporation
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